This paper considers off-line optimization of a switching sequence for a given finite set of linear control systems, together with joint optimization of control laws. A linear quadratic full information criterion is optimized and dynamic programming is used to find an optimal switching sequence and control law. The main result is a method for efficient pruning of the search tree to avoid combinatoric explosion. A method to prove optimality of a found candidate switch sequence and corresponding control laws is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Optimal hybrid control problems arise in many applications, see e.g. [1] , [2] . An interesting subclass of hybrid systems consists of piecewise linear systems where either controlled or uncontrolled switches between linear systems are used, see [3] . The main question in most optimal hybrid control problem formulations is how to avoid the combinatorical explosion associated with exploring all possible switching alternatives. The problem area combines the traditionally separate research areas of search over graphs and control theory. In most papers on optimal hybrid control, this issue is generally not dealt with. The problem is sometimes solved by exhaustive search. In this paper we propose and evaluate a promising pruning method for efficient tree search, obtained by using information about the search objective.
The motivation for our work has mainly come from real-time control systems, where there often are restrictions on common resources such as communication bandwidth or CPU power. The different control loops have to share some media. This is often done by time-divisionmultiplexing, i.e. using some time slots for one loop and some other for another loop. One example where this problem is found is control over a wireless network environment such as Bluetooth [4] . The data packets are long and the maximum sample rate is restricted. In Bluetooth only one network device can be accessed every 1.25 ms, so the controller has to choose which device to control (or sample). See Figure 1 .
The scheduling, i.e the choice of control and measurement sequences, is normally optimized off-line. The possibility to use on-line information in the scheduling algorithms, such as local information about signal values, has also been suggested recently, see [5] . Such on-line scheduling will not be studied here.
Off-line scheduling of linear control systems under quadratic criteria has been treated recently in [6] , [7] , [8] , where a separation property between control and estimation is presented. These references, however, do not present any efficient solving methods and lead to search problems over large trees. When the control horizon increases the size of the trees grows exponentially. The purpose of the present paper is to present a pruning method which often decreases this complexity drastically. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problems we are interested in can be formulated as finding the best switching sequence of system matrices for a discrete-time linear system has to do with the cost of the system). Note that the system is time varying only since the controller can choose system matrices from a set at every control instant. The set of possible matrices does not change over time, so the problem is time-invariant.
The problem is to find a linear feedback law
III. FINDING AN OPTIMAL SEQUENCE
We will find an optimal scheduling sequence and control law by doing backwards recursion of the cost (dynamic programming), evaluating all possible choices of Figure 2 for an illustration. If this is done without care, the tree will of course grow exponentially. Therefore, we present a pruning algorithm which aims at keeping the tree size down to a reasonable level. The whole optimization of the sequence is done off-line, so no feedback information is used in the scheduling. We will use the notation "optimal sequence" for a sequence which achieves the optimal cost. There may be more than one sequence which does this, and we will aim at finding at least one.
Notation: Throughout the rest of the paper, the cost function will be written as
where start and end denote the first and last time-step of the cost. Sequence is either a sequence of choices (such as e.g. is omitted for notational convenience.
A. Cost Representation and Feedback Gain
For a fixed choice of
, the problem is a standard timevarying linear-quadratic control problem. Under standard assumptions, it is well known that the best achievable cost can be written
where t x u s v R w v is a positive symmetric matrix and s u s v R w v is a constant term due to the noise. The optimal feedback law is where z u
As the minimization of V is straightforward, it will be left out in the remaining sections.
B. Finding a Candidate Sequence
Finding a candidate sequence is, as mentioned before, done by backwards iteration. One "step" in the iteration means expanding the set of candidate sequences one step in time. This is done by first expanding the search tree with new possible sequence choices (see Figure 2 ), and then pruning (removing branches) using the algorithm described be-
be a sequence in the set. The corresponding cost is parameterized by , called motivation set, which contains data on every pruned sequence and on the candidate sequences which was judged better. This data is used in Section III-C to prove optimality of the found sequence. The algorithm is described in Table I 
with cost 
C. Optimality of the Candidate Sequence
The candidate sequence found by the algorithm above may or may not be optimal, depending on the choice of § . A method will now be presented which can prove optimality of the proposed sequence if § is large enough. The idea of the proof is to show that a lower bound on the obtainable cost by using one of the pruned sequences is still higher than the cost of the found sequence. If this holds for every pruned sequence, the found candidate is optimal. Throughout the rest of the section,
is the motivation set from the tree pruning, and consists of
is a lower bound on the optimal cost using one of the sequences in 
Second, for two sequences from
Thus, we can put a lower bound on the optimal cost passing a pruned sequence
using lower bounds for the cost of the length-¤ -problem and for the cost of sequences passing
A lower bound of all sequences passing 
Using Lemma 2 iteratively, lower bounds (or optimal costs) for the length-c -problem can be found by starting with a length-1-problem and iterating. The lower bound on the solution for each problem is found and used in the calculation of lower bounds for larger problems. The sequence tree can be kept from the previous problem length and expanded by one step for each iteration, keeping complexity low.
Theorem 1-Optimal Sequence for finite §
:
then an optimal sequence will be found. Also, if the optimal costs for problem lengths¨9
, then the found cost for problem length c will also be proven optimal by Lemma 2. Note: This theorem cannot be used to choose § directly, as ¢ à b 8 B c P is not known before the optimziation. It only states that for large enough § , we will find and prove the optimal cost. The second assumption in the theorem, that optimal costs must be found for all shorter problems, is automatically satisfied if the tree is expanded iteratively and (15) holds in each step.
Proof: To show that all optimal sequences cannot be pruned, we note that the lower bound on costs of pruned sequences in Eq. (9) holds also when all lower bounds on candidate sequence costs are replaced by optimal costs. We want to show that these lower bounds are all worse than the optimal cost:
and expanding the left hand side and therefore not visible. Generally, the algorithm often find sequences with short period, but not always. Thus, Lemma 2 will prove that our candidate sequence is optimal.
By keeping § small, the number of branches in the tree can be kept down to a reasonable level. If § is chosen too small, the optimal solution might however not be found, or at least not be proven optimal using Lemma 2. A lower bound on the optimal case is always found, though.
IV. TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM The described algorithm does not run in polynomial time (unless P=NP). In fact, one special version of the problem (which was not considered in the design of the algorithm) is easily shown to be NPhard. The proof is based on solving an N-mortality problem which is NP-complete (see [9] ).
V. EXAMPLES
To show the feasibility of the method, two examples have been constructed. They are based on the select-which-system-to-control problem, with different properties. The optimization times range from seconds to minutes in Matlab code on a standard computer. was achieved. See Figure 3 for the optimal sequence, and number of sequences left in each iteration of the algorithm. Figure 4 compares found costs and guaranteed lower bounds for the different choices of § .
B. Example 2
We now show a larger example consisting of the two systems in Example 1 plus another unstable second order system. The control signal is held at the actuator if the system is not controlled, so extra "controlsignal" states have been added, making the original order 5 system grow to order 8. The optimal controller sequence for the length-100problem can be seen in Figure 5 . Fig. 5 . The optimal controller sequence for Example 2, with three choices in each time step (left), and the number of sequences left after pruning in each iteration. The control signal is held when the system is not controlled, so the augmented system is of order 8. The sequence is periodic with period 8. Note that although the tree becomes rather large, it is still solvable, and a length-100problem should give us a good insight in the steady-state behavior.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A method to find the optimal switching sequence in a linearquadratic full-information problem has been presented, together with a method to prove optimality in each case. Empirically, the method works well in that it finds the solution in reasonable time. Future work could include formulating other problems in the same framework, such as for example choosing among distributed sensors. The infinite horizon problem and the problem of joint actuator scheduling and sensor scheduling are open.
